
April 5, 2017

To:    CAMTECO Members

Subject: Important Matters for the General Assembly

Dear Fellow Member,

Greetings!

Our General Assembly meeting is scheduled on April 29, 2017.   To date, I am currently 
engaged with CAMTECO to restore the telephone service in Tupsan area.  This is a pilot
project.  If successful, it will be expanded to restore other affected areas: Guinsiliban, 
Sagay and Lawigan. 

I am writing this letter to the members to disseminate the connection between this 
project and the recovery of CAMTECO. And not only that – the growth of CAMTECO 
no one ever imagined.   (More details later.)  First, a background information why I am 
involved with this project.

In May 2016, I learned from Mr. Avelino Orseno, former NFA manager and husband of 
the late member Carmencita Paderanga - Orseno, about their phone still no dialtone.  I 
recall hearing the same complain the previous year - 2015.  Very unusual for a very 
well-run operation when I left.  It prompted me to ask for more details from Mr. 
Emmanuel Dablo, our Inside Plant technician.  What I learned, I realized that the 
problem is beyond repair – a new system needs to be installed.   

It triggered my thought process “How can I help?”.  I can recall there are 3 idle 
equipments at the Pandan exchange. One of them can be used to give 48 dialtones in 
Tupsan.  So, I sent a Letter of Intent to make a feasibility study.  The Board approved it.  
I presented my proposal of implementation last June and it was approved in August 
2016.  The terms of the approved proposal include:

1. No downpayment

2. Guaranteed performance – no payment if it doesn’t work
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3. 18 months staggered payment starting when the system goes commercial

4. 12 months free support. CAMTECO only have to shoulder transportation 
expenses

5. CAMTECO shall not hire other consultants for 5 years to avoid conflict. 
However, the undersigned can recommend hiring of consultants to support this
project.

No consultant or supplier would extend the above terms to a customer/buyer.  Only 
because I’m a member and also part of starting up the operation, I only did it to help the
cooperative rise again.  Indeed, with my experience in a big telecom company (Islacom) 
and in other fields which I’m still actively involved, there are at least a dozen ways in 
my mind, too many to include them in this letter.  I’m doing my part,  as a member, you
also have to do your part. How? By taking time to understand this letter, if you don’t 
understand you can ask me, then make at least 2 copies for other members. Discuss this 
among yourselves. Pool your questions and ask me.  

Who cares?

I hear many members say “But I already have a cellphone?  I seldom use CAMTECO 
anymore and I’m going to surrender my membership and get back my P4,000.”  Only 
P4,000?  Wrong!  I’ll share this conversation between me and Heinz Pomplun at Nikko 
Hotel sometime in June-July 1993 when the contract to install a turnkey system for the 
Camiguin Project was awarded to Alcatel Philippines. Here’s how the conversation 
went:

Me: How much is the Contract Price?

Heinz:   About P50M with additional cost after the field survey in Camiguin for 
the dropwires.

Me: For how many lines?

Heinz:   400 ... for the first subscribers

So, I divided P50,000,000 by 400. The result is P125,000!

Me: So, do you mean every subscriber is given an asset worth P125,000?

Heinz:  You’re right.  And every member is only required a counterpart of P4,000.
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Me:  That’s a lot of money! What if the members will decide later to sell it at a 
profit? Let’s say P200,000 per member to PLDT?

Heinz:   Yah, you’re right. Okay we will put this prohibition on the donation.

If telephone system is hard to understand? I have a simple analogy.  

It’s like a coop which received a donation – a brand-new fastcraft like the first 
Royal Ferry - also worth P50-M. The donor said “You operate  between Camiguin
and Cagayan de Oro – provide the crew, fuel, lubrication and port facilities.  We 
help you secure the necessary license and permits to operate.  We also shoulder 
the training of your crew.  Your counter part? P4,000 each to shoulder the crews’ 
initial salary. Whatever income, it’s yours.  Just don’t sell it.”

There you are fellow members.  That’s how much your membership is worth and how 
it lead to the prohibition that the [donated] system cannot be sold.

Now that you know,  you may continue reading this long letter.  cBut if you don’t care, 
you can stop reading now.  It’s your choice.  Just please pass this on to another member.
Thank you.

The future - Beyond the Tupsan Project

Good that you’re getting involved.  Now I continue ...

The system I setup was tested and accepted by CAMTECO personnel as “ready for 
operation”  on Feb. 23, 2017.  It was finally installed in Tupsan by early March 2017 after
it was.   (Note: But after the installation at Tupsan, the equipment encountered a problem. But, 
the repair of that equipment is already outside my responsibility.)

The server I setup and running at the Pandan exchange (this is the heart of the system, 
different from the one installed at Tupsan) is ready for expansion to restore the 
dialtones in Sagay, Guinsiliban and Lawigan.   CAMTECO has to look for financing for 
their restoration.  And, I assured CAMTECO Board that I am willing to help in looking 
for sources of financing - from banks that understand telecommunication portfolio 
which don’t require real-estate as collateral.
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Now, here comes the exciting part.  The same system can be used for future projects 
starting with:

1. Expansion to several areas where there is growing demand of phone service – ex.
Naa-sag, Bon-bon, etc.  

2. Entry into Local Cellphone Service  (and text messaging) where the cellphone 
number is 387xxxx. Calling CAMTECO landline to CAMTECO cellphone (and 
vice-versa) is just a local call.  It’s will be available down to habal-habal drivers!

We have several towers surrounding Camiguin and sites at Kalubo, Kinoguitan 
and at Buaya, Naasag.   We must keep all these strategic sites.  They’re already 
worth several millions!

3. Expansion of Cellphone Service to Balingasag-to-Magsaysay area

4. And finally, eventually replace the obsolete, power hungray Alcatel S12 
exchange – just like what PLDT and Globelines did.   

With CAMTECO’s entry into the cellphone market,  CAMTECO  can recover and reach 
levels unheard of before.  

Cellphone Equipments

“Can CAMTECO afford it?”  Yes if  we develop it ourselves.  It will be a cooperation 
between me and CAMTECO.   I will do the technical part and CAMTECO will do the 
legal part such as applying for CPCN (Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity),
radio frequency license, etc.  

Unknown to most of us,  CAMTECO has an asset that PLDT and Globe don’t have  – 
Local Metering Service (LMS).  PLDT has been lobbying for this in the 1990s and 
rejected.   Small telephone operators, not granted with LMS, were easily swallowed by 
the giant telcos.  CAMTECO survived. Thanks to the wisdom of Messrs Juergen Marx 
and the late Heinz Pomplun. 

So, let’s not scrap LMS. We can use that authority to charge both CAMTECO landline 
and cellphone calls.

Source of funding?  We seek financial from banks who understand the 
telecommunication portfolio.  - those who can understand the profitability of telecom 
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business.  As long as this partnership continue,  I can help formulate the financial 
justification.  As I said in my presentation to the Board last June

“We are in a ballroom dance.  You are the lady and I am the man, the dance 
instructor.  In a tango, 2 men leading 1 lady doesn’t work. “.  

So, let this man lead the dance in a greatest performance.

Current Issues

The above is our future – our dreams.  Now, back to reality.  There are lots of things to 
do to solve our current problems.  And, these are stepping stones to reach our goals.  
And, it must to be taken up during the General Assembly meeting for us to move on.

Phone Rates

The P1.00 per minute is reasonable in the 1990s. When the cellphone came, it’s no longer
competitive.  Why not lower the rates? We have two options:

1. Change the cost per pulse – from P1.00/minute to P0.25/minute (for example)

2. Increase the pulse rate to 3 or 4 minutes (for example) – from P1.00 per minute to 
P1.00 per 3 (or 4) minutes

Keep in mind our future cellphone service.

Direct Inter-connection with Globe (and other operators)

Since the beginning, all long-distance calls are transported by PLDT – even calls that 
end to Globelines, Globe, Misortel, etc.  Calls destined to Globe (mobile) or Globelines 
(landline), there 3 parties that share the pie – CAMTECO, PLDT and Globe.  If we inter-
connect directly with Globe, only 2 (CAMTECO and Globe) will share.   With PLDT out,
both are happy to just split the pie. 

I already have already submitted a proposal to the Board plus how we can lower our 
international call rates that encourages more calls and make higher revenue, too.

CAMTECO Re-organization

Another thing ignored is our organization.  The current Board organization is just a 
replica of commonly found (not to belittle them) credit and marketing cooperative . The 
setup is inadequate to handle the complex task of a telecom coop.  I submitted an 
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Organizational Chart to the Board dated April 30,  1994 (see Annex A – FUNCTIONAL 
SECTIONS).  

My understanding was - the functions were meant to be under the Manager.  However, 
when I was hired as Transport Network Manager in Islacom, it changed my 
perspective. I’m holding a position equivalent to as Inside Plant Manager – in short, just
keep the dialtones humming!  Even the cables is not under my domain - likewise sales, 
billing, etc.

For new projects and installations like new relay stations, they were done by 
Engineering. When new sites are passed acceptance tests from the supplier, we 
(Operations) are advised for the turnover.  The system undergoes another acceptance 
tests for Operations to accept the facilities.  Once turned over, it’s now our 
responsibility to keep it running.

Going back to CAMTECO Organizational Chart, I come into conclusion that functions 
other than Operations should be handled by the directors being higher authority than 
the Manager (handling Operations). Since we have a small organization, we cannot 
justify hiring several managers.  I hear many members say the directors are “doing 
nothing”. Now, this is the time to give them real work.

So, a motion needs to be raised to create the following committees among the board of 
directors:

1. Marketing and Sales

2. Planning and New Projects

3. Legal

4. Finance to include billing, collection and inter-connection

5. Audit and Inventory Committee to include technical audit

6. Human Resources and Training

It is up to the Board to decide who will hand what.  I can give an orientation to the 
Board to define the duties and responsibilities of each committee.

Some of the immediate tasks for the directors:
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1. Planning/New Projects and Legal – apply permits to NTC.

2. Finance - financial study for the restoration of service and going into cellphone 
service for justification of bank financing.

3. Sales and Marketing -  set lower rates and promotions (for example,  how 
landline is better than cellphones especially on emergencies)

How about the General Manager? Like my position in Islacom,  he must focus on 
keeping the dialtones alive 99.999% available.  To the people I talk about lowering the 
local call rates, they say  “What’s the use of lower the rates if there’s no dialtone?”  By 
the way, 99.999%  means every line, yes, every line is only allowed  5 minutes downtime
in one year!   The Manager has lots of things to do and he must focus on it.  

Admission of New Group of Members

With the heavy workload to be shouldered by our directors,  it is high time we welcome
new minds in our organization.

Our current policy bars businesses like banks, stores, etc. to subscribers-only.  This 
policy is  shutting out business and enterprising minds (bank managers, resort owners, 
store owners, etc) in our cooperative.  So, this proposal must be ratified by the General 
Assembly:

“All Filipino-owned businesses, currently classified as subscribers-only, be 
allowed to become members.  They must be required to undergo series of 
seminars that include telecom specific topics. Representatives of companies can 
vote and be voted for any position of CAMTECO.  The acceptance of 
membership will finally be decided by the Board.”

Membership of CAMTECO Employees

I propose that CAMTECO regular employees be allowed to apply for membership 
WITHOUT requiring them to subscribe for post-paid services.  There service to the 
members and subscribers is enough contribution to the cooperative.

With the bright future ahead of us,  it is fitting that the people serving us will share the 
progress.  
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Disposal of Strategic Sites

I was so shocked to learn that the lot where Bug-ong tower stand was sold!  This is a big
blunder! It’s only the small baseball bat antenna on top not being used.  And, it’s just a 
temporary situation.  The tower is still a huge asset.

We’re talking about going into cellphone service.  Where do we install our cellsite in 
Bug-ong?    

Although, the tower is not bringing revenue for the mean time, a simple signage on the 
roadside “TOWER FOR LEASE” will bring Smart and Globe at CAMTECO’s doorsteps. 
It will earn at least P15,000 per month.  And take note … we don’t lease the whole tower
– just a portion of it.  We can still mount our future cellphone antennas there!

To avoid another blunder of this kind,  a motion needs to be raised that “Disposal of 
real-properties where towers are installed including sites that were acquired for the 
same purpose, must be ratified by the General Assembly.  Proposals for asset disposal 
must be distributed to the members at least 3 months prior to voting.”

Appreciation of Share’s Par Value

Our par value has remained stucked ever since at P800.  When we had our expansion in 
1996, our coop already had cash in bank worth millions out from our revenue in 1994 
and 1995.  It’s already our revenue. Our coop invested in the expansion.  But sad to say, 
our investment was not credited in (our) Shareholders’ Equity.  The expansion should 
have appreciated our shares.  If it was appreciated to P1,200 for example, subsequent, 
applicants should contribute P1,200 x 5 shares (or P6,000) instead of P4,000.

Why I didn’t suggest this to the Board then?   I raised this matter to the Board in 1995 or
1996. However, no director seconded this issue.  I don’t know if it’s being recorded in 
the Minutes of the Meeting.  I’m not too keen keeping with the Minutes.

So, it is high time that the Finance committee study how to do about it.  Bottom line – 
our par value should reflect the health of our cooperative.  If our coop shares increase 
more than bank rates or even other credit coop, investments will automatically pour in. 
Remember my analogy about the donated fast craft. 

Charging of facilities

CAMTECO entered into Cable TV business which personally I don’t recommend.  The 
head end is in Mambajao and the subscribers are in Guinsiliban. Question: Did the cable
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TV operation charged for the use of fiber-optic cable and pole rental?  If not, therefore 
the financial standing of that business is questionable.

PLDT and Smart are sister companies.   When PLDT use Smart towers for their radios, 
Smart charge PLDT.  Likewise, when Smart use PLDT’s fiber-optic cable, PLDT charge 
Smart.  CAMTECO Cable TV should be treated the same way.  And, the external 
auditors must present it this way. Separate the two operations – 1) telephone/Internet; 
2) Cable TV including the personnel, too.

Confirmation of exclusive Consultancy

Back to my current engagement with the Board of Directors. This is one of the condition
I set to keep our project in focus – and ensure the recovery and growth of CAMTECO.  I
am asking the General Assembly for the confirmation of this condition.  What I have 
done in the Tupsan project and the ideas I’m giving above is already a Planning and 
Engineering task. 

Putting these into motions

Nine (9) pages so far in this very long letter.  All these ideas and plans have to be put 
into motion in the General Assembly.  However,  I may not attend be attending the 
meeting because it’s on a Saturday.  I’m a Sabbath-keeper.   Although CAMTECO is 
important to me, my allegiance to God the Father and Jesus Christ is way much higher.  

With these lots of issues at hand,  a one-day annual meeting is not enough.   Our 
complex operation needs frequent meetings.   Which brings me to another important 
aspect.

Membership Seminars

Our membership seminar is again tailored after ordinary types of cooperatives. It is 
incomplete with our nature of business.   If I can only turn back the time,  I propose to 
GTZ to incorporate in the membership seminar topics about the telephone business. For
those running for positions,  they should undergo another set of seminars with deeper 
subject matters like Understanding the Telecom Portfolio, Sales and Marketing,  New 
Technologies and their Impact.

Too much seminar?  Is P125,000 worth of asset under your control not worth your time?
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When our cooperative can recover and grow,  we can afford to let the Board and the 
Manager attend telecom trade shows and seminars (usually in Singapore, Hong-kong, 
Germany and USA) because it helps them in their decision making.  

Blue Chip Cooperative

If PLDT is a blue chip company,  then there’s no reason why CAMTECO cannot become
a blue chip cooperative. We have the same operation and granted the authority to 
collect on local calls (LMS).

The late Heinz Pomplun said “CAMTECO is a money-making machine.”  And, I add to 
that “Yes,  if it’s run like PLDT where everybody performs their task.”

Now the ball is in your hands

I do not have the resources to provide individual copies to all members.  Do your part 
by share this and discuss this among other members – even if you need to cross political
barriers.  This is our cooperative.  

If you have questions, I can be reach by phone (032)340-1807, 0915-900-1450 (Globe-
TM), Facebook (Nandy Casiño Dagondon) or email (nandy1925@gmail.com).  Can’t 
Internet? Write it on paper.  Anyone with a cellphone can photograph it and send it to 
me.  

Now, it’s your turn to pass it around.  Good luck in the meeting!

Sincerely,

GENCIANO “NANDY” DAGONDON, ECE
CAMTECO Member and 1st Manager
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